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• Ss get the gist of a scene from 
ultra-rapid image presentations
- No time for eye movements
- No top-down / expectations

• Coarse initial base representation
- Enables rapid object 

categorization
- Does not require attention
- Sensitive to background clutter 
- Insufficient for object localization

Rapid presentation 
paradigms

Potter 1971; Biederman 1972; Thorpe et al 1996; Li et al 2002; Evans & Treisman 2005; Serre et al 2007; 
see Fabre-Thorpe 2011 for review

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?cmd=search&db=PubMed&term=%20Fabre-Thorpe%20M%5Bauth%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?cmd=search&db=PubMed&term=%20Fabre-Thorpe%20M%5Bauth%5D
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Rapid categorization: 
Behavior
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Ventral visual stream
Image source: DiCarlo

Setup

Button release 
and touch screen 
on targets 
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Decoding

• Robust single-trial 
decoding of category 
information from fast 
ventral stream neural 
activity ~ 70–80 ms on 
fastest trials

• Neural activity linked to 
behavioral responses 
(both accuracy and 
reaction times) 

Ventral visual stream
Image source: DiCarlo

Cauchoix Crouzet Fize & Serre (unpublished)
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•  System-level feedforward 
computational model, large-scale 
(100M units), spans several areas of 
the visual cortex

•  Some similarities with state-of-the-
art computer vision systems (e.g., 
convolutional and deep belief nets; 
see also Fukushima’s neocognitron)

•  But constrained by anatomy and 
physiology and shown to be 
consistent with experimental data 
across areas of visual cortex

Feedforward hierarchical 
model of object recognition



• An initial attempt to reverse-
engineer the ventral stream of the 
visual cortex

• Large-scale (108 units), spans 
several areas of the visual cortex

• Some similarities with state-of-the-
art computer vision systems based 
on hierarchies of reusable parts 
(Geman, Bienstock, Yuille, Zhu, etc) 
as well as convolutional and deep 
belief networks (LeCun, Hinton, 
Bengio, Ng, etc)

Feedforward hierarchical 
model of object recognition
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es,13 finding that the model of the dor-
sal stream competed with a state-of-
the-art action-recognition system (that 
outperformed many other systems) on 
all three data sets.13 A direct extension 
of this approach led to a computer sys-
tem for the automated monitoring and 
analysis of rodent behavior for behav-
ioral phenotyping applications that 
perform on par with human manual 
scoring. We also found the learning in 

this model produced a large dictionary 
of optic-flow patterns that seems con-
sistent with the response properties of 
cells in the medial temporal (MT) area 
in response to both isolated gratings 
and plaids, or two gratings superim-
posed on one another. 

Conclusion 
Demonstrating that a model designed 
to mimic known anatomy and physiol-

How does the model29 perform real-
world recognition tasks? And how 
does it compare to state-of-the-art 
artificial-intelligence systems? Given 
the specific biological constraints the 
theory must satisfy (such as using only 
biophysically plausible operations, 
receptive field sizes, and a range of in-
variances), it was not clear how well the 
model implementation would perform 
compared to systems heuristically en-
gineered for these complex tasks. 

Several years ago, we were surprised 
to find the model capable of recogniz-
ing complex images,27 performing at a 
level comparable to some of the best 
existing systems on the CalTech-101 
image database of 101 object catego-
ries with a recognition rate of about 
55% (chance level < 1%); see Serre et 
al.27 and Mutch and Lowe.19 A related 
system with fewer layers, less invari-
ance, and more units had an even bet-
ter recognition rate on the CalTech 
data set.20 

We also developed an automated 
system for parsing street-scene im-
ages27 based in part on the class of 
models described earlier. The system 
recognizes seven different object cat-
egories—cars, pedestrians, bikes, 
skies, roads, buildings, trees—from 
natural images of street scenes de-
spite very large variations in shape 
(such as trees in summer and winter 
and SUVs and compact cars from any 
point of view). 

Content-based recognition and 
search in videos is an emerging ap-
plication of computer vision, whereby 
neuroscience may again suggest an 
avenue for approaching the problem. 
In 2007, we developed an initial mod-
el for recognizing biological motion 
and actions from video sequences 
based on the organization of the dor-
sal stream of the visual cortex,13 which 
is critically linked to the processing 
of motion information, from V1 and 
MT to higher motion-selective areas 
MST/FST and STS. The system relies 
on computational principles similar 
to those in the model of the ventral 
stream described earlier but that start 
with spatio-temporal filters modeled 
after motion-sensitive cells in the pri-
mary visual cortex. 

We evaluated system performance 
for recognizing actions (human and 
animal) in real-world video sequenc-

Black corresponds to data used to derive the parameters of the model, red to data 
consistent with the model (not used to fit model parameters), and blue to actual  
correct predictions by the model. Notations: PFC (prefrontal cortex), V1 (visual  
area I or primary visual cortex), V4 (visual area IV), and IT (inferotemporal cortex). 
Data from these areas corresponds to monkey electrophysiology studies. LOC (Lateral 
Occipital Complex) involves fMRI with humans. The psychological studies are 
psychophysics on human subjects. 

Quantitative Data  
Compatible with  
the Model 

Area Type of data Ref. biol. data Ref. model data

Psych. Rapid animal categorization (1) (1)

Face inversion effect (2) (2)

LOC Face processing (fMRI) (3) (3)

PFC Differential role of IT and PFC in categorization (4) (5)

IT Tuning and invariance properties (6) (5)

Read out for object category (7) (8,9)

Average effect in IT (10) (10)

V4 MAX operation (11) (5)

Tuning for two-bar stimuli (12) (8,9)

Two-spot interaction (13) (8)

Tuning for boundary conformation (14) (8,15)

Tuning for Cartesian and non-Cartesian gratings (16) (8)

V1 Simple and complex cells tuning properties (17–19) (8)

MAX operation in subset of complex cells (20) (5)
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Beyond spatial orientation 
and spatial frequency

D.Y. Ts ’o et al. / Vision Research 41 (2001) 1333–13491346

functional terms, an additional level within the V2
organizational hierarchy, and at a finer grain than the
view of V2 as a collection of CO stripes.

The subcompartments for color and luminance seen
in color stripes seen in optical imaging undoubtedly
intermesh with the also observed representation of

Fig. 10. Subcompartments for color, orientation and disparity within stripes of V2. The three optical images were obtained from different animals.
(A) Color-preferring and luminance-preferring subcompartments within a single thin stripe. (B) Pseudo-color coded image of orientation selectivity
in V2, showing domains of orientation (blue arrows indicate zones containing pale and thick stripes, large patches of saturated colors), separated
by regions of little apparent organization for orientation (thin stripes, lacking patches of saturated color). Color code: blue=horizontal, red=45°,
yellow=vertical, green=135°. (C) Patches of tuned excitatory disparity cells (white patches, left blue arrow) within thick stripes. Also patches
of color cells (the dark patches, right blue arrow) can be seen within thin stripes of V2. Note the similarity of the geometry of the
subcompartments, 0.7–1.5 mm in size, regardless of functional type, whereas subcompartments for color (blobs) or (iso)orientation in V1 are
smaller than those in V2, at !0.2 mm in size.

T’so et al 2001 Shmuel & Grinvald 1996

Issa et al 2000
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Fig. 2. Spatio-chromatic opponent descriptor: Individual R, G, B color channels are
first convolved with either the center or surround components from an filter at ori-
entation ✓, phase ', and scale s. The corresponding color channels are combined
(see text for detail) and further rectified by half-squaring and divisive normalization
(I). This yields 8 chromatic SO channels organized in 4 pairs (e.g., R+-G� and R�-
G+, here we show R+-G� for example). At stage II, an oriented filter (with both
excitatory and inhibitory subunits) is further applied on the output of the SO channels
followed by half-wave rectification and summation over squared pairs c and multi-
ple phases ' (if any) to yield 4 spatio-chromatic DO channels that are invariant to
figure-ground reversal (e.g., R-G).
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2, 0) where the “+”

indicates excitatory red component to the center, and “-” indicates inhibitory
green component to the surround.

Consistent with biology [13], this can be thought of as a 3D convolution be-
tween a color image and a non-separable (spatio-chromatic opponent) operator.
The corresponding RFs exhibit some selectivities for opponent color channels
and are typically weakly oriented due to the isolation of positive and neg-
ative subunits.

Non-linear (half-squaring) rectification and divisive normalization: At the stage
II, the response of the spatio-chromatic opponent operator is first half-squaring
rectified [24] to prevent negative firing rates. Here we suggest an extension of
the divisive normalization circuit originally used to model the contrast response
of cells in the primary visual cortex [25] to color processing. This step can be
described by the following equation:

v(x, y, c) =

s
k ⇥ u(x, y, c)

�

2 +
P

u(x, y, c)
, (2)

where u(x, y, c) here corresponds to the half-squaring response of model
units at location (x, y) and channel c. k and � are the constant scale factor



Single vs. double-opponent
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Fig. 3. Schematic description of spatio-chromatic opponent representation. The orange
panel shows the response obtained from the 8 chromatic SO channels for the image
shown on the top. The green panel shows how DO units are obtained by combination
of the SO units (best viewed in colors). Note that on the image the light intensity is
highest for the magenta region, which leads to highest model SO responses at that
location.

the processing of surfaces unlike the DO stage that captures shape/boundary
information.

3 System extensions

sift descriptor: We follow the sift and the standard bag-of-words im-
plementation used in [14] without a spatial pyramid. The descriptors
are computed over a 16⇥ 16 pixel image patch over a dense grid with
a spacing of 8 pixels. This type of dense sampling is known to work
better than a sparse sampling for object and scene recognition [28, 14].
K-means is used to cluster the descriptors to form visual words. Code-
book (hard assign) sizes are determined by cross-validation (leading to
600-2000 centers depending on the specific system and/or dataset).
For comparison, in addition to a grayscale sift descriptor we also implement
two other color descriptors proposed by [10], where weighted hue and opponent
angle histograms were generated to represent the image. We also consider the
Opponentsift descriptor that was shown to be the best color descriptor without
prior knowledge about the type of light source variation, and Csift descriptor
that was the best choice for Pascal voc 2007 [6]. Here we compute two new
descriptors based on the proposed color processing pipeline: The SO and DO
representations are incorporated into the sift computation. That is,
the color tuned SOsift and shape tuned DOsift use Gaussian deriva-
tives as done in the standard sift (see Fig. 4A), and then construct
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Comparison with glob cells in 
V4/PIT
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Table 2. Recognition performance on soccer team and 17-category flower dataset.
The data in each feature type are percentage of classification accuracy (Data inside
the parentheses are the initial performance reported by [10, 31] using the same features
in a bag-of-words scheme.)

Soccer team Flower
Method Color Shape Both Color Shape Both
Hue/sift 69 (67) 43 (43) 73 (73) 58 (40) 65 (65) 77 (79)
Opp/sift 69 (65) 43 (43) 74 (72) 57 (39) 65 (65) 74 (79)
SOsift/DOsift 82 66 83 68 69 79
SOHmax/DOHmax 87 76 89 77 73 83

approaches that do not rely on any prior knowledge about object categories. It
was shown, however, that the performance of various color descriptors could be
further improved on this dataset (up to 96% performance) when used in con-
junction with semantic color features (i.e., Color Names) and bottom-up
and top-down attentional mechanisms [32]. Whether such an approach would
similarly boost the performance of the SO and DO descriptors should be further
studied.

The results obtained on the flower dataset are qualitatively very similar (see
Table 2). One small di↵erence is that most shape-based descriptors tend to
perform on par or better than their color counterparts. Note, the superiority
of the SO channels is over the DO channels on soccer team dataset,
which is a color predominant dataset. As illustrated in Fig. 3, hue is
the main cue extracted by the SO channels. However, as reported in
the paper (also see Table 2), we found the DO channels to perform
better as well as the following experiments on other datasets. This
can be explained by the relatively large intra-class (hue) variations
for these datasets and the fact that the DO channels contribute to
better edge information (as opposed to chrominance information per
se). On flower dataset, it has been suggested that the performance of various
descriptors could be further improved with top-down attentional mechanisms
with state-of-the-art performance reaching 73% [33] for sift descriptors alone
and 95% when combined with Color Names, hue descriptors and sift
descriptors in the bottom-up and top-down attention framework [32].
Similarly, pre-segmentation and multiple kernel learning methods were shown to
further improve performance [34–36].

Pascal voc 2007 challenge: Here we compare the SODOsift descriptor (com-
bination of SOsift and DOsift) on the Pascal voc 2007 dataset with other
color-based sift descriptors as evaluated in [37, 6]. Table 3 shows a compari-
son between the proposed descriptor (i.e. SO/DOsift with 800 and 1000
words) and other descriptors (i.e. grayscale/Hue/Opponent/Csift with
2000, 1000, 1000, and 800 words) using the same bag-of-words implemen-
tation as well as published results with the same descriptors (in parenthesis).
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Table 3. Recognition performance on Pascal voc 2007 dataset. Performance corre-
sponds to the mean average precision (AP) over all 20 classes. Performance (in paren-
thesis) corresponds to the best performance reported in [37, 6]

Method sift Huesift Opponentsift Csift SODOsift SODOHmax

AP 40 (38.4) 41 43 (42.5) 43 (44.0) 46.5 (33.3/39.8) 46.8 (30.1/36.4)

Table 4. Recognition performance on scene categorization

Method gist RGBgist SOgist DOgist SODOgist

Accuracy 83.5 84.1 70.5 85.9 87.1

We also obtain the similar performance when incorporating SO and DO into
Hmax model. The performance of SO- and DO- (sift and Hmax) are
also given on the right of the combination for comparision.

4.2 Scene classification

To test our extension of the gist algorithm to color, we use the 8 category
scene dataset [18]. Table 4 shows a comparison between the proposed SOgist
and DOgist descriptors and their combination SODOgist. We report the av-
erage performance over 10 random splits of the data. Unlike the RGBgist and
DOgist that extracts shape information defined by color cues, the SOgist en-
codes mostly surface properties. The somewhat lower performance of the SOgist
on the scene dataset compared to RGBgist and DOgist suggests that color cues
may not be diagnostic for the task and that most of the improvement for the
RGBgist and DOgist is due to better edge and boundary information.

4.3 Contour detection

The BSDS500 dataset [19] is an image dataset with human annotations for the
evaluation of contour detection and segmentation algorithms. This is a newly
extended segmentation dataset and benchmark from the BSDS300 [38]. Fol-
lowing the BSDS500 guidelines, precision-recall curves are generated. The best
F-measure and the average precision are reported as an overall performance
measure for contour detection. We build on earlier work focusing on tex-
ture gradient because of the formation of Gaussian derivatives and
center-surround filter [29, 19].

Here we show that simply extending the texton-based (grayscale) texture
representation in the approach by [19] leads to a very significant gain in perfor-
mance (compare TG and its extension SOTG in Fig. 5B). The performance of
the extended texture channel alone is already higher than the performance of

• SO/DO approach improves on 
all recognition and 
segmentation datasets tested 
as compared to existing color 
representations

• Color datasets 

• Pascal challenge
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C. Gaussian derivatives used in segmentationB. Gabor filters used in HMAXA. Gradient used in SIFT

Fig. 4. Filters and their components used in the spatio-chromatic opponent operator.
(A) Gradient in the y directions used in sift computation [14]. (B) Gabor filters used
in Hmax [15]. (C) Gaussian derivatives used in segmentation [19]. From left to right
are: the original filter and the individual center and surround components used to
process the input color channels. Note that additional filters (not shown) at multiple
orientations, scales and phases are also used in Hmax and segmentation.

On these two datasets, unlike the Pascal voc dataset, color cues are
highly diagnostic of object category. Individual color descriptors perform better
than their grayscale counterparts on both datasets, and SO- and DO- (sift
and Hmax) descriptors significantly boost the performance compar-
ing to other color descriptors (compare the performance under Color vs.
Shape in Table 2). The hue and opponent angle color descriptors (Huesift and
Oppsift in Table 2) have shown to be the best descriptors for use in combina-
tion within a bag-of-words scheme [31]. For a fair comparison, we use the same
dense sift sampling strategy across all descriptors. The dictionary sizes of
grayscale/Hue/Opp/SO/DOsift are 1000, 800, 800, 600, and 800, re-
spectively on soccer team dataset, and 800, 800, 800, 600, and 800 on
flower dataset. We also report (in parenthesis) the performance reported in
[10, 31] for the Huesift and Oppsift descriptors based on a sparse sift sampling
strategy (using the Harris-Laplace detector). The performance of the dense and
sparse strategies are comparable on soccer team dataset. The dense approach
exhibits better performance when shape and color descriptors are evaluated in-
dividually whereas the sparse strategy seems to perform slightly better when the
two types of descriptors are combined on flower dataset (Both in Table 23).

We report on the performance of a bag-of-words scheme that uses a com-
bination of the sift descriptors with our SO (Color) and DO (Shape) repre-
sentations. Both descriptors outperform baseline systems both in isolation and
combination. Interestingly, we found that the Hmax model performs better than
the sift-based bag-of-words approaches both when used in conjunction with the
SO and DO descriptors. Additional, the original grayscale Hmax model per-
forms rather poorly on soccer team dataset with 42% accuracy. It should be
noted that for a fair comparison, we only compare the performance of bottom-up

3 Experientially, a late fusion scheme is used here for combining color and
shape cues (i.e. color (SO) and shape (DO) cues are concatenated to
form a compact representation. However we did try an early fusion of
SO- and DO- (sift and Hmax) features and found the performance to
be inferior to those of a late fusion scheme. The reason we guess could
be DO descriptors bind both color and shape cues, so the combination
at local feature level will not introduce more feature information. This
fusion strategy is the main method used here throughout this paper.
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C. Gaussian derivatives used in segmentationB. Gabor filters used in HMAXA. Gradient used in SIFT

Fig. 4. Filters and their components used in the spatio-chromatic opponent operator.
(A) Gradient in the y directions used in sift computation [14]. (B) Gabor filters used
in Hmax [15]. (C) Gaussian derivatives used in segmentation [19]. From left to right
are: the original filter and the individual center and surround components used to
process the input color channels. Note that additional filters (not shown) at multiple
orientations, scales and phases are also used in Hmax and segmentation.

On these two datasets, unlike the Pascal voc dataset, color cues are
highly diagnostic of object category. Individual color descriptors perform better
than their grayscale counterparts on both datasets, and SO- and DO- (sift
and Hmax) descriptors significantly boost the performance compar-
ing to other color descriptors (compare the performance under Color vs.
Shape in Table 2). The hue and opponent angle color descriptors (Huesift and
Oppsift in Table 2) have shown to be the best descriptors for use in combina-
tion within a bag-of-words scheme [31]. For a fair comparison, we use the same
dense sift sampling strategy across all descriptors. The dictionary sizes of
grayscale/Hue/Opp/SO/DOsift are 1000, 800, 800, 600, and 800, re-
spectively on soccer team dataset, and 800, 800, 800, 600, and 800 on
flower dataset. We also report (in parenthesis) the performance reported in
[10, 31] for the Huesift and Oppsift descriptors based on a sparse sift sampling
strategy (using the Harris-Laplace detector). The performance of the dense and
sparse strategies are comparable on soccer team dataset. The dense approach
exhibits better performance when shape and color descriptors are evaluated in-
dividually whereas the sparse strategy seems to perform slightly better when the
two types of descriptors are combined on flower dataset (Both in Table 23).

We report on the performance of a bag-of-words scheme that uses a com-
bination of the sift descriptors with our SO (Color) and DO (Shape) repre-
sentations. Both descriptors outperform baseline systems both in isolation and
combination. Interestingly, we found that the Hmax model performs better than
the sift-based bag-of-words approaches both when used in conjunction with the
SO and DO descriptors. Additional, the original grayscale Hmax model per-
forms rather poorly on soccer team dataset with 42% accuracy. It should be
noted that for a fair comparison, we only compare the performance of bottom-up

3 Experientially, a late fusion scheme is used here for combining color and
shape cues (i.e. color (SO) and shape (DO) cues are concatenated to
form a compact representation. However we did try an early fusion of
SO- and DO- (sift and Hmax) features and found the performance to
be inferior to those of a late fusion scheme. The reason we guess could
be DO descriptors bind both color and shape cues, so the combination
at local feature level will not introduce more feature information. This
fusion strategy is the main method used here throughout this paper.
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C. Gaussian derivatives used in segmentationB. Gabor filters used in HMAXA. Gradient used in SIFT

Fig. 4. Filters and their components used in the spatio-chromatic opponent operator.
(A) Gradient in the y directions used in sift computation [14]. (B) Gabor filters used
in Hmax [15]. (C) Gaussian derivatives used in segmentation [19]. From left to right
are: the original filter and the individual center and surround components used to
process the input color channels. Note that additional filters (not shown) at multiple
orientations, scales and phases are also used in Hmax and segmentation.

On these two datasets, unlike the Pascal voc dataset, color cues are
highly diagnostic of object category. Individual color descriptors perform better
than their grayscale counterparts on both datasets, and SO- and DO- (sift
and Hmax) descriptors significantly boost the performance compar-
ing to other color descriptors (compare the performance under Color vs.
Shape in Table 2). The hue and opponent angle color descriptors (Huesift and
Oppsift in Table 2) have shown to be the best descriptors for use in combina-
tion within a bag-of-words scheme [31]. For a fair comparison, we use the same
dense sift sampling strategy across all descriptors. The dictionary sizes of
grayscale/Hue/Opp/SO/DOsift are 1000, 800, 800, 600, and 800, re-
spectively on soccer team dataset, and 800, 800, 800, 600, and 800 on
flower dataset. We also report (in parenthesis) the performance reported in
[10, 31] for the Huesift and Oppsift descriptors based on a sparse sift sampling
strategy (using the Harris-Laplace detector). The performance of the dense and
sparse strategies are comparable on soccer team dataset. The dense approach
exhibits better performance when shape and color descriptors are evaluated in-
dividually whereas the sparse strategy seems to perform slightly better when the
two types of descriptors are combined on flower dataset (Both in Table 23).

We report on the performance of a bag-of-words scheme that uses a com-
bination of the sift descriptors with our SO (Color) and DO (Shape) repre-
sentations. Both descriptors outperform baseline systems both in isolation and
combination. Interestingly, we found that the Hmax model performs better than
the sift-based bag-of-words approaches both when used in conjunction with the
SO and DO descriptors. Additional, the original grayscale Hmax model per-
forms rather poorly on soccer team dataset with 42% accuracy. It should be
noted that for a fair comparison, we only compare the performance of bottom-up

3 Experientially, a late fusion scheme is used here for combining color and
shape cues (i.e. color (SO) and shape (DO) cues are concatenated to
form a compact representation. However we did try an early fusion of
SO- and DO- (sift and Hmax) features and found the performance to
be inferior to those of a late fusion scheme. The reason we guess could
be DO descriptors bind both color and shape cues, so the combination
at local feature level will not introduce more feature information. This
fusion strategy is the main method used here throughout this paper.
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Extends the energy model of stereo disparity (Ohzawa et al ’90, Qian ’94, Fleet et al ’96)
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Riesen & Serre (unpublished data)
See Sasaki et al ‘10 for qualitatively similar results
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Fig. 3.  Spatiotemporal RF profiles (X-T
plots) for neurons recorded from the
LGN and striate cortex of the cat.  In
each panel, the horizontal axis represents
space (X) and the vertical axis represents
time (T).  For panels A-F, solid contours de-
limit bright-excitatory regions, whereas
dashed contours indicate dark-excitatory
regions.  To construct these X-T plots, 1-D
RF profiles (see Fig. 2) are obtained, at
finely spaced time intervals (5-10ms), over
a range of values of T.  These 1-D profiles
are then "stacked up" to form a surface,
which is smoothed and plotted as a contour
map (for details, see Refs. 8,34).  (A) An X-
T profile is shown here for a typical ON-
center, non-lagged X-cell from the LGN.
For T<50 ms, the RF has a bright-excitatory
center and a dark-excitatory surround.
However, for T>50 ms, the RF center be-
comes dark-excitatory and the surround
becomes bright-excitatory.  Similar spa-
tiotemporal profiles are presented else-
where9,36.  (B) An X-T plot is shown for an
ON-center, lagged X-cell.  Note that the
second temporal phase of the profile is
strongest.  (C) An X-T profile for a simple
cell with a space-time separable RF.  For
T<100 ms, the RF has a dark-excitatory
subregion to the left of a bright-excitatory
subregion.  For T>100 ms, each subregion
reverses polarity, so that the bright-excita-
tory region is now on the left.  Similar X-T
data are presented elsewhere8,30,34.  (D)
Data for another simple cell with an approx-
imately separable X-T profile.  (E) Data are
shown for a simple cell with a clearly insep-
arable X-T profile.  Note how the spatial ar-
rangement of bright- and dark-excitatory
subregions (i.e., the spatial phase of the
RF) changes gradually with time (see Refs.
5,8,9,30,34 for similar data).  (F) An insep-
arable X-T profile is shown here for the
same simple cell for which 2-D spatial pro-
files are shown in Fig. 2B.  Note that the
subregions are tilted to the right in the
space-time domain.  (G) X-T profiles are
shown for the same complex cell as in Fig.
1C (see also Ref. 17).  Responses to bright
and dark stimuli are shown separately be-
cause these regions overlap extensively.
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Fig. 3.  Spatiotemporal RF profiles (X-T
plots) for neurons recorded from the
LGN and striate cortex of the cat.  In
each panel, the horizontal axis represents
space (X) and the vertical axis represents
time (T).  For panels A-F, solid contours de-
limit bright-excitatory regions, whereas
dashed contours indicate dark-excitatory
regions.  To construct these X-T plots, 1-D
RF profiles (see Fig. 2) are obtained, at
finely spaced time intervals (5-10ms), over
a range of values of T.  These 1-D profiles
are then "stacked up" to form a surface,
which is smoothed and plotted as a contour
map (for details, see Refs. 8,34).  (A) An X-
T profile is shown here for a typical ON-
center, non-lagged X-cell from the LGN.
For T<50 ms, the RF has a bright-excitatory
center and a dark-excitatory surround.
However, for T>50 ms, the RF center be-
comes dark-excitatory and the surround
becomes bright-excitatory.  Similar spa-
tiotemporal profiles are presented else-
where9,36.  (B) An X-T plot is shown for an
ON-center, lagged X-cell.  Note that the
second temporal phase of the profile is
strongest.  (C) An X-T profile for a simple
cell with a space-time separable RF.  For
T<100 ms, the RF has a dark-excitatory
subregion to the left of a bright-excitatory
subregion.  For T>100 ms, each subregion
reverses polarity, so that the bright-excita-
tory region is now on the left.  Similar X-T
data are presented elsewhere8,30,34.  (D)
Data for another simple cell with an approx-
imately separable X-T profile.  (E) Data are
shown for a simple cell with a clearly insep-
arable X-T profile.  Note how the spatial ar-
rangement of bright- and dark-excitatory
subregions (i.e., the spatial phase of the
RF) changes gradually with time (see Refs.
5,8,9,30,34 for similar data).  (F) An insep-
arable X-T profile is shown here for the
same simple cell for which 2-D spatial pro-
files are shown in Fig. 2B.  Note that the
subregions are tilted to the right in the
space-time domain.  (G) X-T profiles are
shown for the same complex cell as in Fig.
1C (see also Ref. 17).  Responses to bright
and dark stimuli are shown separately be-
cause these regions overlap extensively.
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Figure 13.1
Neural model for the processing of dynamic face stimuli. Form and motion features are extracted in two
separate pathways. The addition of asymmetric recurrent connections at the top levels makes the units se-
lective for temporal order. The highest level consists of neurons that fuse form and motion information.
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the hierarchy. ! ese motion features are obtained by combining the 
response of V1-like a" erent motion units that are tuned to di" erent 
directions of motion ( Fig. 2e ). 

 ! e output of this hierarchical preprocessing module consists 
of a dictionary of about 300 space-time motion features (S2 / C2 
layers,  Fig. 2e ) that are obtained by matching the output of the S1 / C1 
layers with a dictionary of motion-feature templates. ! is basic dic-
tionary of motion-feature templates corresponds to discriminative 
motion features that are learnt from a training set of videos contain-
ing labelled behaviours of interest (the  ‘ clipped database ’ ), through 
a feature selection technique. 

 To optimize the performance of the system for the recognition 
of mouse behaviours, several key parameters of the model were 
adjusted. ! e parameters of the spatio-temporal # lters in the # rst 
stage (e.g., their preferred speed tuning and direction of motion, the 
nature of the nonlinear transfer function used, the video resolution 
and so on) were adjusted so as to maximize performance on the 
 ‘ clipped database ’ . 

 To evaluate the quality of these motion features for the recog-
nition of high-quality unambiguous behaviours, we trained and 
tested a multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM) on single iso-
lated frames from the  ‘ clipped database ’  using the all-pair multiclass 
classi# cation strategy. ! is approach does not rely on the temporal 
context of measured behaviours beyond the computation of low-
level motion signals and classi# es each frame independently. On the 
 ‘ clipped database ’ , we # nd that such a system leads to 93 %  accuracy 
(as the percentage of correctly predicted clips, chance level is 12.5 %  
for an eight-class classi# cation), which is signi# cantly higher than 
the performance of a representative computer vision system 23  (81 % ) 
trained and tested under the same conditions (see  Supplementary 
Methods ). Performance was estimated on the basis of a leave-one-
video-out procedure, whereby clips from all except one video are 
used to train the system, whereas performance is evaluated on the 
clips from the remaining video. ! e procedure was repeated for all 
videos; we report the overall accuracy. ! is suggests that the repre-
sentation provided by the dictionary of motion-feature templates is 
suitable for the recognition of the behaviours of interest even under 
conditions in which the global temporal structure (i.e., the temporal 
structure beyond the computation of low-level motion signals) of 
the underlying temporal sequence is discarded. 

 In addition to the motion features described above, we computed 
an additional set of features derived from the instantaneous loca-
tion of the animal in the cage ( Fig. 2f ). Position- and velocity-based 
measurements were estimated on the basis of the two-dimensional 
coordinates ( x ,  y ) of the foreground pixels ( Fig. 2a ) for every frame. 
! ese included the position and aspect ratio of the bounding box 
around the animal (indicating whether the animal is in a horizontal 
or vertical posture), the distance of the animal to the feeder, as well 
as its instantaneous velocity and acceleration.  Figure 2f  illustrates 
some of the key features used (see  Supplementary Table S1  for a 
complete list).   

  Classi! cation module   .   ! e reliable phenotyping of an animal 
requires more than the mere detection of stereotypical non-ambigu-
ous behaviours. In particular, the present system aims at classify-
ing every frame of a video sequence, even for those frames that are 
ambiguous and di$  cult to categorize. For this challenging task, 
the temporal context of a speci# c behaviour becomes an essential 
source of information; thus, learning an accurate temporal model 
for the recognition of actions becomes critical (see  Supplementary 
Fig. S2  for an illustration). In this study we used a Hidden Markov 
Model Support Vector Machine (SVMHMM,  Fig. 2g ) 28,29 , which is 
an extension of the SVM classi# er for sequence tagging. ! is tem-
poral model was trained on the  ‘ full database ’  as described above, 
which contains manually labelled examples of about 10   h of con-
tinuously scored video sequences from 12 distinct videos. 

 Assessing the accuracy of the system is a critical task. ! ere-
fore, we made two comparisons: (I) between the resulting system 
and commercial so% ware ( HomeCageScan 2.0 ,  CleverSys Inc. ) for 
mouse home-cage behaviour classi# cation and (II) between the sys-
tem and human annotators. ! e level of agreement between human 
annotators sets a benchmark for the system performance, as the 
system relies entirely on human annotations to learn to recognize 
behaviours. To evaluate the agreement between two sets of labellers, 
we asked a set of four human annotators ( ‘ Annotator group 2  ’  ) inde-
pendent from  ‘ Annotator group 1 ’  to annotate a subset of the  ‘ full 
database ’ . ! is subset (denoted  ‘ set B ’ ) corresponds to many short 
random segments from the  ‘ full database ’ ; each segment is about 
5 – 10   min in length and they add up to a total of 1.6   h of annotated 
video.  Supplementary Figure S1d  shows the corresponding distribu-
tion of labels for  ‘ set B ’  and con# rms that  ‘ set B ’  is representative of 
the  ‘ full database ’  ( Supplementary Fig. S1c ). 

 Performance was estimated using a leave-one-video-out proce-
dure, whereby all but one of the videos was used to train the system, 
and performance was evaluated on the remaining video. ! e proce-
dure was repeated  n     =    12 times for all videos and the performance 
averaged. We found that our system achieves 77.3 %  agreement with 
human labellers on  ‘ set B ’  (averaged across frames), a result sub-
stantially higher than the HomeCageScan 2.0 (60.9 % ) system and 
on par with humans (71.6 % ), as shown in  Table 1 . For all the com-
parisons above, the annotations made by the  ‘ Annotator group 1 ’  
were used as ground truth to train and test the system because these 
annotations underwent a second screening and were therefore more 
accurate than the annotations made by the  ‘ Annotator group 2 ’ . ! e 
second set of annotations made by the  ‘ Annotator group 2 ’  on  ‘ set B ’  
was only used for measuring the agreement between independent 
human annotators. It is therefore possible for a computer system to 
appear more  ‘ accurate ’  than the second group of annotators, which 
is in fact what we observed for our system.  Table 1  also shows the 
comparison between the system and commercial so% ware on the 
 ‘ full database ’ . 

  Figure 3  shows the confusion matrices between the compu-
ter system and  ‘ Annotator group 1 ’  ( Fig. 3a ), between  ‘ Annotator 
group 1 ’  and  ‘ Annotator group 2 ’  ( Fig. 3b ), as well as between the 
HomeCageScan system and  ‘ Annotator group 1 ’  ( Fig. 3c ). A confu-
sion matrix is one way to visualize the agreement between two enti-
ties, wherein each entry ( x ,  y ) of the matrix represents the probability 
that the # rst entity (say  ‘ Annotator group 1 ’ ) will label a speci# c 
behaviour as   x   and the second entity (say the computer system ) as   y  . 
For instance, two entities with perfect agreement would exhibit a 1 
value along every entry along the diagonal and 0 everywhere else. 
In  Figure 3a  for example, the matrix value along the fourth row and 
fourth column indicates that the computer system correctly classi-
# es 92 %  of the  ‘ hanging ’  behaviours as labelled by a human observer, 
whereas 8 %  of the behaviours are incorrectly classi# ed as  ‘ eating ’  
(2 % ), rearing (5 % ) or others (less than 1 % ). ! ese numbers are also 
re& ected in the colour codes used, with red / blue corresponding to 
better / worse levels of agreement. We also observed that adding the 

    Table 1      |    Accuracy of the system. 
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  CleverSys 
commercial 

system  

  Human 
( ‘  Annotator 

group 2  ’ )  

    ‘ Set B ’  (1.6   h 
of video) 

 77.3 %  /  76.4 %    60.9 %  /  64.0 %    71.6 %  /  75.7 %   

    ‘ Full database ’  
(over 10   h of video) 

 78.3 %  /  77.1 %    61.0 %  /  65.8 %     

     Accuracies are reported as averaged across frames / across behaviours (underlined numbers, 
computed as the average of the diagonal entities in  Figure 3  confusion matrix; chance level is 
12.5% for an eight-class classifi cation problem).   
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What have we learned 
about visual processing?

What matters:
• Multi-stage / pooling mechanisms
• Normalization circuits:

- Tuning for 2D shape
- Color similarity ratings
- Tuning for relative disparity
- Perceived motion tuning in MT
- Classification accuracy (see also Jarrett et al 

2009; Pinto et al 2009) 

What does not matter:
• Separate classes of simple and 

complex cells (Pinto et al 2009; O’Reilly 
et al 2013)

• Max in HMAX
• Learning mechanisms?
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